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ON PICARD VALUES OF ALGEBROID FUNCTIONS

IN A NEIGHBOURHOOD OF A TOTALLY

DISCONNECTED COMPACT SET

JUNJI SUZUKI

1. Let E be a totally disconnected compact set in the 2-plane and Ω its

complement with respect to the extended z-plane. Then Ω is a region.

Let {Ωn}Z=o be an exhaustion of Ω satisfying the following conditions:

1. Ωn+1Z)Ωn for every n,

2. for each n, the boundary dΩn of Ωn consists of a finite number of

closed analytic curves,

3. each component of the open set ^Ωn9 the complement of Ωn>

contains points of E9

4. the open set Ωn — Ωn-X (n > 1) consists of a finite number of doubly

connected regions Rntjc {k = 1,2, , N{n)).

We consider the graph associated with this exhaustion in the sense of

Noshiro [6]. Let u{z) + iv{z) be the mapping function of Ω — ΩQ into it and

L its Length (see [3]).

Let βr be the level line {z\u{z) = r, 0 < r< L] on Ω. Then βr consists

of a finite number of Jordan curves βr,m{m = 1,2, , w(r)), except for a

countably many values of r which we shall exclude. Calling each component

of the open set Ωn — Ωk9 n >k > 0, an /?-chain, we consider for such a βr>m

the longest doubly connected i?-chain R{βr,m) such that βr>m is contained in

R{βr,m) or is one of two components of dR{βriW) and denote by μ{βr,m) its

modulus. We can take a sequence {r7,}"=0(0< rn< L) such that rn-+L as

n -> oo and for any two level lines

each R(βrn,i) (i = 1 to n(rn)) has one boundary component in common with
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some R{βrn+1jYs and w e s e t

μn = min μ{βrn,i).
l<ί<w(rn)

Generally i?Λtfe may branches off into a finite number of Rn+Um. If

every Rn>k (n = 1,2, fc = 1,2, , ΛΓ(n)) branches off into at most p

regions Rn+Um9 we say that the exhaustion {Ωn} branches off at most p times

everywhere.

In his paper [4], Matsumoto proves the following theorem: If Ω has

an exhaustion which branches off at most p times everywhere and

then every single-valued meromorphic function in Ω with at least one essential singularity

in E has at most p -f 1 Picard values in Ω at each singularity.

Here a Picard value in Ω at a singularity ζ^E is a value which is not

taken in the intersection of Ω and some neighbourhood of ζ.

In this note, we shall establish an extension of the above theorem to

the case of algebroid functions, which we state here in the following

THEOREM. If Ω has an exhaustion which branches off at most p times every-

where and

(1)

then every k-υalued algebroid function in Ω with at least one essential singularity in

E has at most k(p + 1) Picard values in Ω at each singularity.

Owing to the result of Dufresnoy [2], we can apply the arguments of

[4] to our case. In the sequel, we shall give a proof only for p — 2. When

P = 1, the set E reduces to one point and our assertion is just the Picard

theorem for algebroid functions (Remoundos [8]). The other cases when

p > 2 can be taken care of in the same way as in p — 2.

2. Before proving our theorem, we give two lemmas. We shall consider

the Riemann sphere Σ with radius 1/2 tangent to the f-plane at the origin.

For ζ and ζf in the extended f-plane we denote by [ζ,ζf] their chordal

distance. Further let C(ζ, δ) with δ > 0 be the spherical disk with center ζ

and chordal radius δ.
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ALGEBROID FUNCTIONS IN A NEIGHBOURHOOD

Let / be an w-valued algebroid function in an annulus R: | < | z \ < eσ

(σ >0) omitting 3n + 1 values ζt (i = 1, ,3n + 1) and let XR be the n-

sheeted covering surface over R generated by /. We denote by CUC29 ,

Cp{p < n) the closed curves on %R over the circle | z | = eσ/2 in R and by

Pι(z)9 , Pq{z) (q < n) the points on ΈR over a point z in i?. We take δ > 0

so small that the spherical disks C(^,d) are disjoint by pairs.

In order to obtain the first lemma, we use the Schottky theorem for

algebroid functions established by Dufresnoy [2]:

Let g(z) be an n-valued algebroid function in \z\ < R omitting 2n + 1

values w^i = 1 to 2n +1), one of them being the point at infinity. If

19,(0) I < Mo for all branches gv of g and some Mo > 0, then

< exp
logd + Mo) + BJP 1 1 Ί

Z J

for all r<R, where A and B are absolute constants and K depends only

on mintw^M/ ] and not on g.

L E M M A 1. There exists a positive constant δf such that, if the values f(Pλ{z))

(λ = l to q) lie outside of C(ζi9δ) for some i(1 < i < 3n + 1) at a point z on

\z\ = eσ/2

9 then the images of Cμ[μ = 1 to p) lie completely outside of the concentric

disk C(ζi9δ
f). Here δf depends only on n,δ and min[ζi9ζj] and not on f.

Proof By the Schottky theorem, we can see easily that, if an ^-valued

algebroid function g(z) in l< \z\ < e" omits 2n + 1 values iv^i = 1 to 2n + 1)

one of them being the point at infinity, and min g*{z) < M with
|*|=e»'2

g*(z) — max \gv(z)\ for some M > 0 , then there exists a positive constant M

depending only on M and σ such that

max \g(z)\ < M.

We may assume that ^ = 00, for otherwise, it is sufficient for us to consider

the transformation iv^f) = ^ ™ under which the chordal distance re-

mains invariant. Let \ζ\ > M be the region in the extended f-plane cor-

responding to C(ζi9δ). For this M and fixed 2n 4-1 exceptional values

ζjl9 * # >fi2n+i °^ £M = 1 t o 3 ^ + 1 ) ) -̂ ^^ ^ a s t^ i e s a m e Properties as g stated

above and hence
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(2) 1/(2)1 <M on \z\ =e*/2

with M > 0 depending on M, σ and min [ζjp, ζh~\. Since ( ^ J ?•) is finite, we

can take M* > 0 independently of the choice of 2n + 1 exceptional values

?*» ' * *>£hn+i s u c h t h a t /(*) satisfies (2) with M*. If we denote by δf the

radius of the spherical disk corresponding to the region \ζ\ > M * in the

extended f-plane, then this δf satisfies all the conditions of the lemma.

3. In order to establish the second lemma, we shall be concerned with the

distance between two systems, which was introduced by Dufresnoy [2].

We consider only the systems consisting of n + 1 complex numbers, all

of which are not zero simultaneously. Let

\2\ww = (u#>, w\
ι\ -,wc

n

Ό) and u>™ = (wco2), w\

be two systems and if w(1) is proportional to w{2), i.e. for all i and some

constant c {c ψ 0), wψ - cw\2\ we identify w(1) with w{2). We set

(3)

Then this satisfies three axioms for the distance and we call [[w{1\ w(2)]] the

distance between two systems ww and w{2). From (3), we can easily deduce

that an inequality

holds.

Let

(5) αo2
n + ^i^71"1 + + an = 0

(6) atzn + α ^ " - 1 + + at = 0

be two algebraic equations whose coefficients consist of the systems

a = (aOfal9 ,an) and α* = (αf,αf, ,α*),

respectively. Then using the distance (3), the theorem [2] on continuity of

roots of algebraic equations is described as follows:

Let zί9 z29 , zn and z*9 z%, , zt be the roots of the equations (5) and

(6), respectively. Then if [[a, α*]] is sufficiently small, we can associate each
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Zi(i = 1 to n) with some z?(l < i < n), say zt with zΐt, such that

[zi9z%]< 8e[[a9 <z*]] n (i = 1 to n)

where [ , ] is the chordal distance.

4. Let / be an 72-valued algebroid function in R: 1 < \z\ < eμ

9 μ>0, and

3£β be the same as in §2 corresponding to R. We denote again by

Cl9C29 9CP (p < n) the closed curves on £•$ over \z\ = ^ / 2 . Then we have:

LEMMA 2. i/* / tafej #0 value in a spherical disk C(ζ09δ), δ > 0 ,

exists a positive constant A depending only on δ and n such that for every i (1 < i < p)

the diameter of the image of Cι under f in terms of the chordal distance is dominated

by Ae"μ/2n for sufficiently large μ.

In particulier, if δ is sufficiently close to 1, i.e. the spherical disk C(—llζ09d)

complementary to C(ζ09δ) has a sufficiently small radius d, then

JL_

A<Bdn

where B is a positive constant depending only on n.

Proof We may assume without loss of generality that the center of

C(ζo,δ) is the point at infinity, for otherwise we can map ζ0 to the point at

infinity by the linear transformation Λ+JψL. under which the chordal dis-
b b 0

tance remains invariant. Let \ζ\ > M be the region in the extended f-plane

corresponding to C(ξo,δ). Then 1/(2)1 < M on 1 < \z\ < eμ.

We consider the defining equation of / :

Γ + S^z)/*-1 + + Sn(z) = 0

where each Si{z) is single-valued and meromorphic in 1 < \z\ < ep. Since

each Si[z) is a fundamental symmetric function of n branches fv{v = 1 to n)

of / and I/J < M for all v{v = 1 to n), \St(z)\ < (i)M* and hence for all

i{i = 1 to n) and Mx = max {i)M\

By Cauchy's integral formula,
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for every z on \z\ — eμn and hence, if μ > 2, then

and ^
l)

Therefore we have for any two points z0 and ^ on |z | = eμ/2

9

(7) IS,W - SMI < - ^ i p - M ^ - ^ 2 (/ = 1 to n).

For these two points z0 and ^^ we consider two algebraic equations:

r + SMf*-1 + + Sn(z0) = 0 and fn + SMf"'1 + + Sn(zx) = 0.

Then the roots of these equations are values taken by n branches of / at

z = z0 and zx:

By the theorem in §3, we can associate each fi{z0) (i — 1 to n) with some

/α.(zj) (1 < i < n), say /ί(z0) with fat{z1)9 such that for all ί,

(8) [/*Uo ί

where S(z0) and Sίzx) are the systems

(1, SxOzo), 52Uo), ,SnUo)) and (1, SiUJ, S ^ ) , ^ S J ^ ) )

respectively.

Applying the inequality (4) to (8) and using (7), we have for all i,

(9) [/,(*o), ΛβUi)

Next we denote by Kt the spherical disk with center fi(z0) and

radius M2e
 2n . We continue a branch / 4 analytically along \z\ = ^"/2 from

^0 to z1# If we obtain a branch /αj. by this continuation, then we have

In fact, if we denote by ϊ the curve on the sphere corresponding to this

analytic continuation, T is covered by at most p spherical disks K^i = 1 to

p < w), because each point on T must be contained in at least one spherical
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disk of Kι from (9). Now noting that zx is an arbitrary point on \z\ = eμ/\

we have the desired result with

A = A{n,δ) = nM2.

i l[ n Ί\
If d<-4-, then M<2d<l, M,< [_ΊΓJ in and hence

= B(n)=8en2"\ -***

satisfies our condition.

5. Our theorem will be proved by contradiction. Suppose that there exists

a ft-valued algebroid function / on Ω with at least one essential singularity

in E and with more than 3ft Picard values at an essential singularity zo<^E.

Let

(10) f + SΛz)/*"1 + + Sk(z) = 0

be the defining equation of / with each Si(z) meromorphic in Ω. Then

there is a neighbourhood U{z0) of z0 such that / omits 3ft + 1 values ζt

(i = 1 to 3ft + 1) in U(zo)Γ\Ω. We take a positive δ so small that the spherical

disks C(ζi9δ) (i = 1 to 3ft + 1) are disjoint by pairs. For this δ and a σ > 0,

Lemma 1 determines δ' > 0. We take this δ' as δ of Lemma 2 and choose

μ0 so large that

Ae~μo/2k < K = min Γ - ^ W - > Λ—Ί , Be~μo/2k < K

where A and 5 are the constants of Lemma 2. By our assumption (1) there

is an n0 > 0 such that

and so
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The level line βr = {z\u(z) = r] consists of a finite number of Jordan

curves βrt7rι with m = 1 to n(r), and one of them, say βrΛ encloses z0. For

r sufficiently near L the longest doubly connected i?-chain R{βr,i) = A.i f° r

βrΛ defined in §1 coincides with one of R{βrnrΛ) {i = 1 to n{rn,)) for some

fn'o (n'o ^ w0) and is contained in [/(z0). Thus the modulus of D1Λ is not less

than μn'o and hence greater than μ0 + 2<τ but is not infinite for otherwise z0

would have to be isolated and / could not have 3& + 1 Picard values at z0.

Therefore Dul must branch off. Now suppose that D1Λ is a component of

the open set Ωn — Ωnf9 with n > n', and branches off into two regions Rn+lt<x

and Rn+Ua/. Consider the longest doubly connected i?-chain D2Λ and D2t2

containing Rn+1,a and Rn+1,ar, respectively. They both have moduli not less

than /Vo+i a n d hence greater than μ0 + 2σ and one of them, say D2Λ, sepa-

rates z0 from DlΛ. Its modulus is finite for the same reason as above.

Hence D2Λ is a component of the open set Ω^ — Ώn for some n>n and

branches off into two regions Rz+1,a and /?n+i,«/ We denote by Z>3|1 and

A,2 the longest doubly connected i?-chains containing them. If the modulus

of D2>2 is infinite, one of the boundary components of D2,2 is a point z^E

and / is algebroid at zλ. If the modulus is finite we obtain two j?-chains

D3,3 and D3ti in the same manners as above. Thus we have at most 22 R~

chains Ds,q such that their harmonic moduli are not less than μn'0+2 and so

greater than μ0 + 2σ, and one of them encloses z0. Moreover each of them

branches off into two regions if the modulus is finite, or has a point z^E

as one of its boundary components at which / is algebroid if the modulus

is infinite.

Continuing inductively we obtain a set of 7?-chains Dp,q with p = 1,2,

• and q = 1,2, , Q(p) < 2P-1, which has the following properties;
oo Q(p) _

(a) U U DPtq"DΔ, where Δ is the intersection of Ω with the set bound-

ed by the Jordan curve βrΛ,

(b) the modulus of each Dp,q is not less than jwnj+p-i and so greater

than μ0 + 2σ,

(c) each Dp,q branches off into two regions Dp+ί,q if the modulus of

Dp,q is finite, or

(c') each Dp,q has a point z^E as one of its boundary components

and / is algebroid at zx if the modulus of Dp,q is infinite. In this case we

shall denote the point zt by zp%q and the value f{zp,q) by ζPtq.
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Let XΩ be fc-sheeted covering surface over Ω generated by / . For any

connected subset C of Ω, the part of Xβ over the set C consists of at most k, say

p{C) < k9 connected components and we denote them by £έ(C) (i = 1 to p{C)).

Each Dp,q is conformal equivalent to the annulus 1 < \t\ <eμ

9 where μ

is the modulus of DPtQ. If μ<oo9 we denote by Dp,q D2

p,q and Dl,q the

subregions of Dp,q corresponding to the annuli 1 < \t\ < e% σσ< \t\ < eμ~σ

and eμ~a < \t\<eμ, respectively and by βp,q, β2

p>q and βl,q the closed curves

corresponding to \t\ = e°n, \t\ = eμ/2 and 11\ = eμ~a/2

9 respectively.

We shall see that for every i (1 < i < p[βl,q)) the diameter of the image

of Xέ(/3|.<z) under / with respect to the chordal distance is dominated by

K/(nί + p — I)8. In fact, for z'Gβp,q and z"eβl.q, the image of f(Pi{z')) and

f{Pj{z")) lie outside of at least one C[ζt,δ), say C(ζuδ), where Pfc') and P/z")

are the points of TLQ over z' and 2/r, respectively. Applying Lemma 1 to

DPtQ and Dl,q, we see that for all iί (1 < i1 < 39(^ îQ)) and ι'8(l < i3 < p{βP.q)),

the images of 3Ei1(i3i.ff) and ££3Q3jU) lie completely outside of C(ζl9δ'). Con-

sequently XliDlq) (; = 1 to p(D2

p,q)) lie completely outside of C(ξ\,d') by the

maximum principle. Since for any i2, Xι

Ω

2(βl,q) is contained in one of the

components dcl(Dp,q), say Xl{Dp,q), and the modulus of D2

v,q is not less than

μn

r

o+p-i a n d hence greater than μ0 + 2σ Lemma 2 applied to %l{Dl,q) leads

us to our assertions.

Each Dp+ί,qf with p > 1 has in common with another Dp+1,q,/ a Z)^^

branching off into them, and we shall denote by Δp%q the triply connected

region bounded by β2

PtQ, β2

+ι,qf and β2

+ι,qrf where ^3^+1 ,ρ,=2p+i,«> or/3|+ 1 > g,,=£ p + 1,^,,

if 2>p+1,g/ or />p+1,β/, has infinite modulus. For <9λ(Ξf(Xλ

Ω{β2,q)) {λ=l to p(^|, 9 )),

^e/(ΪS(i3l+ l i f f f)) (/f = 1 to p(β2

P+1,q,)) and *ye/(X;(i?l+l lβ,,)) (y = l t o p(j8j+llβ//)),

we consider at most 3k spherical disks C(-9λ, K/ni') (λ = l to p(β2

p,q))9 C($μ,

Kl(nί + 1) ) {μ = l to p(β2

+uq,)) and C(«y, K/(ni + l)s) (v = 1 to p(βl+ι,q,,)),

respectively. Since K<δ'/3 there exists at least one ζi9 say ζl9 not con-

tained in the disks. Let ££(z/p,q) be a component above the region Δp%v

We assume that the boundary curves of Xι

Ω(ΔPtq) consist of £Q{βl,q) (λ = 1 to

P'(βl<) < P(βl*))> 3ίS(i3ί+i.^) (i" = 1 to p'tfi+i.,,) < Ί>(β2

P+i,q,)) and ^(/3j+1,g,,)

(y = 1 to 3>*(i3|+llί//) < 3>(iS|+llί,,)). Then the union

U C(^,#/O}U{ U C(^, X/twί + m j U l U C(K K/(nί
λ μ v
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must be connected. In fact, if this were not the case, there would exist a

point Pe$£(Jp,q) such that f(P) can be joined to ζ1 by a curve A in the

exterior of the union. We would be led to the contradiction that the

element of the inverse function f"1 corresponding to P can be continued

analytically along A up to a point arbitrarily near ζ1 so that / takes the

value ζ1 in 3^(Jp>ς). We conclude:

(a) For every Ap,q and every component $ι

Q(APtq)9 there is a spherical

disk with the chordal radius fc(-4r + 2 -7—ΓTΓΓΓ ~~) < 3 ^ ' ~^~ containing its

i m a g e f(Xι

Ω(Jp>q)).

Next consider β2

v,q for p > 2. The region Δp,q and some Δp-Uq» have

βlq as the common boundary and any component XQ{ΔPtqΌΔp-Uq{Jβ2

p,q)

consists of some components XfriΔp^), and some components JcJ

Q

9(άp^ltqr) and

some closed curves $i3{βl,q). Therefore, in view of (α), the image of

^(APtqUβ2

p,q UA p - U q ,), consequently that of every component Hj

Q{D2

p,q) con-

tained in Έ,Q{Δp,q\Jβl,q UJp-1,,0 is contained in a spherical disk with chordal

radius 6k2Kln'o
s < 1/2. On applying Lemma 2 to every ll(Dlq) for d = 6fc2K/n0

/s,

we see that the diameter of every ll^2

p,q) is less than (6k2)1/k (Kln'o
s)ι/k

£>£-̂ '0+i/2fcβ j τ o r p > 2 and every component Xι

Ω{ΔPtq)Λ each boundary com-

ponent of ϊj(4p,ς) has an image with diameter less than (6k2)1/k (X/no

/s)1/fc

(7ζ/(̂ o + l)s) By Λe same reasoning as above we infer:

{β) For p > 2, the image of every component £i{Ap,q) is contained in

a spherical disk with chordal redius 3* (6&2)1/fc (K!n'Q
sy/k(K/(n'Q + l) s).

By induction we deduce for every ^:

(Γ) For φ > v, the image of every component li(APtq) is contained in

a spherical disk with chordal radius

(WO' + I) 8 J I (»ί + v - 1)lί + v - l ) s )
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Let Δ' be the intersection of Ω and the region bounded by a Jordan

curve β\Λ and let z* be a point of β\Λ . Then it follows from the property

(α) of {Dp,q} that

Δ'c U U Δp>q
p=l q=l

and consequently for any z'^Δ' there is a Jp/,^ whose closure contains zf.

Let P(z*) and P(z) be any two points on XΩ over 2* and zr and let ΪJ(J l t l)

and £Ω{Δp,tQ,) be the components containing P(z*) and P(zO in their closures,

respectively. By (ϊ) we have for a chain of lι

Ω(ΔPίQ) joining 3^(Jlfl) and

U(P(z*)), f(P(zrm<Έ diam.
l

(6fc2)2 _ 1 _ = J _
2fc * ( 6 F ? 2A;

u(P(z*)), /(Pirn < Σ ^ (6K)υ < -f Σ Λ Ί Γ )
 <

 T "
 (^= 1}

We may assume that XΩ{Δ') consists of a single component with k sheets.

Therefore the image of XΩ(Δ') under / can be covered by some spherical

disk with chordal radius 1/2. By means of a linear transformation we

conclude that / is bounded on HQ{Δr) and hence all coefficients Si(z) of

defining equation (10) of / are bounded and single-valued in Δ\ On the

other hand, on applying the criterion of Pfluger [7]-Mori [5] (cf. App. I of

[9]) to the annular regions {Dp,q} we easily see that the part Er of E con-

tained in the region bounded by β\Λ is an iV -̂set in the sense of Ahlfors-

Beurling [1], Hence each point of Ef must be a removable singularity of

St(z) (i = 1 to k). This contradicts our assumption that zo&Er is an essential

singularity of / and we conclude that / cannot omit 3k + 1 values in Ω at

z0. Thus our theorem is proved completely.
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